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Introduction

Attenuation of coherent linear noise of even
moderately high frequency is not well addressed by fk
filtering because of the problem of spatial aliasing.High
frequency components of the noise get aliased and are not
removed by conventional fk filtering(i.e. using fan-like reject
zones in the  positive quadrant)leading only to a partial
attenuation of linear noise.In order to tackle such noise via
fk filtering,one can apply,prior to fk filtering, linear
moveout(to be removed after fk filtering) to the data to raise
the apparent velocity of noise thereby also increasing the
aliased frequency,but the drawback of such a technique is
that one may end up spatially aliasing events that were not
aliased before application of the moveout. It becomes,
therefore, necessary to devise ways of tackling this noise
by methods like local radial trace median filtering(Weihong
Zhu &. Panos G. Kelamis[1]).

The philosophy behind median filtering is simple
and is as follows.While linear noise aligns on a radial trace
and has a low frequency character, the signal, because of a
different moveout, appears high frequency in nature on the
radial trace(Henley[2]).The low frequency is picked up well
by the median filter and subtracted out.Zhu & Kelamis are
careful in applying the median filter within a noisy fan in
the shot record, where noise is assumed to have a small
range of slopes.However,the noise zones generally vary from
one record to the other making it a tedious job  for the user
to identify these zones and apply this
methodology.Moreover,we felt that as long as the signal
moveout is significantly different from that of the noise,the
median filter should do no harm to the signal;hence we
would be justified in applying the median filter to the entire
data.

We developed four programs to test this  idea.We
applied the median filter  as well as a weighted average

filter on the entire data which is shifted in a way that the
linear noise appears horizontal.The two filters were then
applied in two ways:-in one, the filter is one-sided while in
the other two-sided i.e. the median/weighted average is
subtracted from the central trace(of the group of traces taken
at a time). We have considered two different data sets to
test these filters.One data set is infested with a great amount
of coherent linear noise(ground roll) and the other has back-
scatter.The paper is organized as follows.In the next section
‘Results and Discussion’ ,we first consider the case of back-
scatter followed by that of the ground roll.This is followed
by conclusions.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows a raw shot record with back-scatter
around 3 seconds.This noise was targetted by a one-sided
weighted average filter of length 5 and the result is shown
in Fig. 2.We see that there is attenuation(though incomplete)
of the back-scatter and the signal is nicely preserved.Fig. 3
shows the result of the central weighted average of length
5(so that it’s one side length is just 3 samples).We see that
the back-scatter is almost completely gone and the signal is
also well preserved.Fig. 4 shows the result of  one-sided
median filter of length 5.We see that the noise is better
attacked compared to one-sided weighted average filter
whereas the signal is slightly attenuated.

Fig. 5 shows the result of central median filter of
length 5.We see that the back-scatter is completely gone
whereas the signal strength is slightly attenuated(see Fig. 6
for a zoomed view of data within 2-4 secs.).Comparing Fig.5
with Fig. 3,we find the latter to be better in preserving signal
strength.So on the whole from this dataset, at least ,we
conclude that the central filters are better suited for the job.It
would be pertinent to add here that the back-scatter is
generally also addressed well by two runs of fk filtering,one
run in the common shot followed by another in the common
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Summary

Four variants of the median filter used for linear noise attenuation are tested and their results
compared.Mmedian filtering is applied at all time samples of data in contrast to the recent work of Zhu and
Kelamis[1],who apply median filtering only within noisy zones of the data.
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 Fig.1: Raw shot record with back-scatter seen around 3secs.

 Fig. 2 :Shot record filtered for back-scatter with one-sided weighted
average   filter of length 5

 Fig.3: Shot record filtered for back-scatter with central weighted
average filter of length 5

Fig.4 :Shot record filtered for back-scatter with one sided median
filter  of length 5
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Fig.5 : Shot record filtered for back-scatter with central median
filter of length 5

 Fig. 6 : A zoomed view(2-4 secs)of  raw shot record(top),the same
filtered by central weighted average filter(middle) and by
central median filter(bottom).

Fig. 7 A shot record with a noisy zone with a range of slopes
 Fig.8 A comparison of one-sided weighted average(left panel) and two-
sided(central)  weighted  average filter.
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Conclusions

We have tested 4 variants of the median filter on
two datasets.We find the central  filters to work better than
the one-sided ones.Amongst the two central filters,we find
that while the central median filter works better than the
central weighted average filter in attacking a wider range
of noise velocities,it can also deplete the signal a
bit.Besides,the weighted average filter has more flexibility
in the sense that one can try different sets of weights to
arrive at the best result.
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Fig. 9 : A comparison of one-sided (left panel) and central median
filters.

receiver domain(see Yilmaz[3],where he uses the term ‘side
scattered energy’ for what we have referred to as back-
scatter).

Fig. 7 shows a shot record with a lot of ground roll.One can
see a range of noise velocities between 604 ms-1 and  985
ms-1.In what follows,only the higher velocity noise was
targetted.Figure 8 shows a comparison of the results of a
one-sided weighted average filter of length 5 and a central
symmetric weighted average filter of length 5 (two traces
on either side of a central trace).We find that the latter filter
has worked better in that it has attacked a range of noise
slopes(even though the targetted velocity was  985 ms-1 )
and shows better signal delineation.Fig. 9 shows the
comparison for  a one- sided median and central median
filters.The latter even though designed for one velocity has
removed noise with a range of velocities.Again on the
whole, we find the central filters to have worked better.


